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Samsung account notification won't go away

I struggled to figure out how to turn off (or otherwise hide) a notice that says: Samsung account Tap here to use my Samsung Account I read elsewhere online about ways to stop it but it seems not to work. I notified, held up and went to The Details for a notice. According to this screen, I shouldn't be
getting these notifications, but I still am. How can I turn this off (without signing in to Samsung or creating an account)? (Galaxy S8 Active, Android 8.0.0, Samsung Experience Version 9.0) Edit: 9 November 2018 - Now the notice shows and produces a text message noise. I still can't figure out how to
stop it! Edit: 17 Dec. 2018 - Still gets a notification several times an hour sometimes, and it makes a text message noise. I did everything I found online and still no solution... Edit: New 2020 - whelp my s8 galaxy bite dust and I got s10. It seems not to have this problem, but unfortunately I'm no closer to
learning how to stop notification Home Media Favorites Menu Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 2014 edition Similar threads – get rid of Saumsung Account Recently the message still appears on my Galaxy S8 lock screen: Tap here to use your Samsung account. What is this? I do not use any Samsung
account! Worse, I can't get rid of him. I went to Settings &gt; applications and uninstall all Samsung applications that can be removed. But the message keeps coming up! Can someone help me, please? Thank you so much! – Sorry Samsung user Many Samsung users find their Samsung S9/S8/S7
showing the message Tap here to use a Samsung account and can't disable the notification. This is very annoying because the notification of the Samsung account occurs every few minutes for no reason. Fortunately, there are some easy ways to disable samsung account notifications. Read and find a
solution that fits your Samsung phone. Recommendation: Top 5 Samsung Backup Software for PC How to Recover Deleted SMS from Samsung Galaxy 1. Turn off Notifications for Samsung Account Actually, it can be very easy to fix the problem. Just press and hold the Samsung account message, and
then turn off Allow notifications. Then the notification won't appear. Try this. However, some have reported that pressing the Tap here to use Samsung account notification doesn't make it possible to turn off the notification. And on some Samsung phones, samsung account notification keeps coming back
after Allow notification is disabled. If you're still haunted by the Samsung account notification, try the other methods, 2. Reset app notification app settings There are other ways to fix it. With Android Oreo, Google has introduced notification channels that you can set notification settings for all apps at once.
You can also use devices that perform older also set notification settings for notifications individual application in a simple way. Just go to Setup &gt; apps &gt; more &gt; reset app settings, which will then turn on all app notifications. Now go back to settings &gt; app notifications and turn off all app
notifications by turning off the switch next to All apps. Then you only need to turn on the apps you want to get from. Obviously, you don't want to get notifications about your Samsung account or other connected apps. 3. Turn off Samsung Experience Home Maybe there is a problem Samsung Experience
Home on and off can fix the problem. Just go to Settings &gt; apps &gt; three &gt; special access &gt; access notifications. Then switch Samsung Experience Home to block it. 4. Delete samsung account If you notify the Samsung account after you disable the notification and Samsung Experience Home,
delete the Samsung account is the last option to fix the problem from the root. Follow the steps: On the Home screen, press up or down from the app screen app center. Go to Settings &gt; accounts &gt; accounts. Select the Samsung account you want to remove. And tap Remove account. Then a
Samsung account is removed, which keeps annoyingly removing you and the messages will no longer appear. If you need a Samsung account to use Samsung Pay, Bixby, you can add the account again. Some said adding an account again would not return a Samsung account notification. All of the
above are solutions to fix Samsung Tap here to use your Samsung account issue. Does this passage help you turn off this annoying message? Please tell us the same and share it with your friends! S9+ Verizon* Hi. Who knows how to get rid of the notification Tap here to use your Samsung account? I
tried Settings--&gt;Accounts--&gt;On Account &gt;Samsung--&gt;(no matter what are called 3 points in the upper right corner)--&gt;About Samsung Account--&gt;App Info--&gt; Notifications---&gt; and I turned off application icon badges, application icons, Sound on i Sound On Lock Screen, odaslao not
show notice yourself. I'm still getting notifications. Any ideas? Thanks! Aburchfield869 likes that. 03-13-2018 10:30 As 1 Come on. No one else is going through this? I can't be the only one!..... Is it me? Any help will be very much comm will be comm will be very much comm will be. Aburchfield869 likes
that. 03-14-2018 10:35 AS 1 assume you are not using your Samsung account with your phone? 03-14-2018 12:02 PM Like 0 I guess you're not your Samsung account with your phone? Hi and thanks for the help! Yes, I use my Samsung account with my phone. Aburchfield869 and PeninaD like this. 03-
14-2018 01:29 PM Like 2 Since the update to Oreo on my Note 8, I am getting these notifications incessantly. There is no way to permanently reject it, and it will not take NO for an answer! I've refused several times without success. Do I need to close my Samsung account to get rid of this? I don't want to
use this invasive adaptation. But don't let me make up my mind. PeninaD, Harleyuki and Aburchfield869 like this. 04-02-2018 09:27 As 3 Sorry this cannot be done. The latest software update has removed the option to disable the notification. Basically, the reason why I chose Android was that they didn't
force them to have an account (like Apple), but obviously they are not happy with that and now Samsung wants all of this users to have Samsung accounts. Magnificently..... Harleyuki and Aburchfield869. 04-04-2018 07:44 AM Like 2 04-04-2018 05:42 AS 2 Sorry this cannot be done. The latest software
update has removed the option to disable the notification. Basically, the reason why I chose Android was that they didn't force them to have an account (like Apple), but obviously they are not happy with that and now Samsung wants all of this users to have Samsung accounts. Magnificently..... Why
wouldn't you want a Samsung account? Aburchfield869 likes that. 04-05-2018 12:31 AM Like 1 Tap and hold the notice and turn the switch to stop it from showing Already done. It still opens. Aburchfield869 and PeninaD like this. 04-05-2018 10:17 AM Like 2 hmm hmm no idea then aburchfield869 likes
this. 04-05-2018 05:48 PM Like 1 S9+ Verizon* Hi. Who knows how to get rid of the notification Tap here to use your Samsung account? I tried Settings--&gt;Nakazi--&gt;On account &gt;Samsung--&gt;(no matter what the 3 points in the top right corner)--&gt;About Samsung Account--&gt;App Info--&gt;
Notifications--&gt; I turned off the app icon Allowed sound and On the lock screen, I chose Do not display notifications. I'm still getting notifications. Any ideas? Thanks! You can't delete it. I was frustrated and eventually deleted my entire Samsung account and never filled out my account details when
prompted. 04-07-2018 10:49 PM Like 0 Have this issue since oreo rollout. I have a Galaxy S8+ (SM-G955U) that works on AT&amp;T. This default option will turn on all app notifications, but this is easy to resolve after the reset is complete. Here's how to reset app notifications to do this: Settings App
menu (3 points in the top right corner) Reset app settings That's it. Now the reset in my S8+has turned on all app notifications. So I had to go to: Settings Notifications To select the apps from which I want notifications, and turn off the ones you do not want. The top switch next to All apps will turn
everything off, and then you can easily browse apps and turn on the apps you want to turn on. Minor inconveniences, however, in a few minutes you will notice that annoying Tap here... notice is history! Cheers and good luck! Jhimmel and Harleyuki are like that. 04-09-2018 12:52 PM Like 2 We are right
about this is an inconvenience but wrong about getting rid of the annoying notice. 04-15-2018 03:24 PM Like 1 Have this issue since oreo rollout. I have a Galaxy S8+ (SM-G955U) that works on AT&amp;T. This default option will turn on all app notifications, but this is easy to resolve after the reset is
complete. Here's how to reset app notifications to do this: Settings App menu (3 points in the top right corner) Reset app settings That's it. Now the reset in my S8+has turned on all app notifications. So I had to go to: Settings Notifications To select the apps from which I want notifications, and turn off the
ones you do not want. The top switch next to All apps will turn everything off, and then you can easily browse apps and turn on the apps you want to turn on. Minor inconveniences, however, in a few minutes you will notice that annoying Tap here... notice is history! Cheers and good luck! Thank you so
much for but unfortunately, that didn't work. :-( 04-16-2018 02:30 as 1 1 the best way to get rid of gwt is to get a Samsung account. It's annoying, but I finally got one when I had an s8. works well for my biometric security/samsung pass/pay. it is also switching from Samsung to Samsung effortlessly
process. samsun also has there own find my device type service etc. I know people are trying to avoid it, but this two-minute process can save a lot of trouble. 04-16-2018 03:45 PM Like 1 the best way to get rid of GWT is to get a Samsung account. I mentioned in the post #4 that I did and entered it into
my Samsung account. 04-16-2018 09:42 PM Like 1 I mentioned in a post #4 I am and signed into my Samsung account. Oh my apology then lol 04-17-2018 03:39 PM Like 0 04-18-2018 01:21 PM As 0 I got rid of this notice by deleting my Samsung account. First, turn off your phone to close any
Samsung apps that might be running. Then use your PC to go to your Samsung account &gt; profile and delete it. I'm not yet sure what effect this will have, if any, on the performance of my GalaxyS9+. I'll update if I find any problems. 06-16-2018 11:01 PM Like 0 quite simply when I saw the article on
privacy settings. Setup//apps//three dote//special access//access notification Just switch the samsung home blocking experience. Id10TiC, Harleyuki, PeninaD and 3 others like this. 07-18-2018 08:58 AM Like 6 quite simply when I saw the article on privacy settings. Setup//apps//three dote//special
access//access notification Just switch the samsung home blocking experience. Looks like it worked for me... Nice job and THANK YOU !!! 07-20-2018 05:12 PM Like 1 Thank you!!!! 07-21-2018 12:25 PM Like 0 quite simply when I saw the article on privacy settings. Setup//applications//three-file//special
access//access to Just switch home to Samsung's blocking experience. Thank you very much!! That's been bothering me for a long time. Bothered. 07-22-2018 02:17 PM Like 0 quite simply when I saw the article on privacy settings. Setup//apps//three dote//special access//access notification Just switch
the samsung home blocking experience. Here are the (are?) dark forces in use. I switched samsung Experience Home off at least 4 times and every time I go back to check it was switched back to. What... Hell!!!!!!!!!!!! 07-23-2018 10:24 AM Like 1 Hmmm, now looking at the post counts of the above
solutions, they seem SUS (suspect). 07-25-2018 10:05 as 0 0
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